
















































































































































Report on Chest Armor Unearthed from
Shiroyama Mounded Tomb No.1 in Hiroshima City
Masahiro FUJISAWA
 Shiroyama mounded tomb (kofun) No.1 is located in Asaminami ward, Hiroshima City.  Up to now, 
several unearthed fragments of chest armor have been reported.  While the details and chronological 
positions of those finds have remained unclear for a long time, an analysis of the fragments, which 
were kept in the Hiroshima Prefectural History and Folklore Museum, revealed that they belonged to 
a type of chest armor made of horizontally arranged long metal stripes riveted together (yokohagiita 
byōdome tankō).  It became clear that they could be dated around the middle third of 5th century A. D.. 
Although there is still room for examination, all chest armor unearthed in the Hiroshima Bay area 
(including the materials from Shiroyama mounded tomb No.1) is basically considered to have been 
produced since the middle third of the 5th century A. D..
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考古学研究室紀要
白山第１号古墳出土短甲 図版第１
ａ．短甲破片保管状況
ｂ．短甲破片（前胴部ほか）
藤澤昌弘  広島市白山第１号古墳出土の短甲について
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著者名（四分アキで）
※２行の場合
白山第１号古墳出土短甲 図版第２
ａ．短甲破片（後胴押付板）
ｂ．三王原古墳出土短甲破片現状
